The effects of overloading in density-gradient centrifugation.
The effects of overloading of the sample zone in density gradient centrifugation have been studied by use of a three-component shelf-lavered sample in which the total protein concentration was increased by addition of different amounts of albumin. It is found that overloading of the gradient gives rise to particle movements which are not predictable from the Svedberg equation. The two typical effects of overloading are dislocation of the zone mass centres and changes in the zone shapes. It is found that the magnitude of the calculated sedimentation coefficients increases nearly linearly with increasing sample load. The changes in zone shapes are found to depend on the specific load and two different patterns may be distinguished. The zone of the sample component which causes the overloading is defined as primarily overloaded and the others as secondarily overloaded. In primarily overloaded zones the original Gaussian shape is lost, while in secondarily overloaded zones the Gaussian zone shape is maintained, although a zone broadening is seen. Extreme high loads are found to be able to divide single zones. As a whole these experiments show that evidence for a non-overloaded set of experimental conditions must be provided, when density gradient centrifugation is used for determination of sedimentation coefficients. For preparative gradient centrifugations the power of resolution will decrease with increasing sample load. A simple method to detect overloading in density gradient centrifugations is described.